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Factsheet
TITLE
“DIVIÉRTANSE, ES MI FUNERAL” (CHEERS, IT’S MY FUNERAL)

DIRECTOR
Joaquín Carvajal

SCREENPLAY
Emilio Martínez

TARGET AUDIENCE
14 yrs and above / Strong language with explicit content

SUBJECT MATTER
The Celebration of Life and Death. Inmortality

GENRE
Semi-Musical Dark Comedy

MUSIC
English and Spanish world hits. 70’s psychedellic funk rock orientated

LENGTH
90 minutes

LOCATIONS
Santa Cruz/ La Paz (Bolivia),  Rio de Janeiro/Corumbá (Brasil)

LANGUAGE
Mainly Spanish. A few conversations in Portuguese and songs mainly in English

FORMAT
Digital (4K  RED ONE)

PRODUCTION COMPANY
Co-production: Carvajal Studios and BolAr Productions.



James McDougal, a famous Scottish writer, embarks towards Santa Cruz, Bolivia, to
write the script for a movie that is to be shot there. Together with the Anarchist Director
Joaquín and the Playboy Actor Anthony, they run around the city looking for inspiration
for the story of the movie, whilst they film their adventure.  And so, they meet an array
of colourful urban characters, which they recruit as actors.

Whilst they search for a plot that does not materialize, there is a sudden turn of events:
McDougal dies and his funeral congregates the invited actors, whom shall convert this
wake in a delirious party recorded on film by Joaquin. Thus James McDougal finally
writes the plot of the movie through his own death.

With a Dark Comedic tone, “Cheers, It’s My Funeral”, pays tribute to the real story of a
Scottish writer deceased in Santa Cruz.

Two crazy filmmakers convince a famous Scottish writer to come to Santa Cruz –
Bolivia, to write a movie script without a plot. After a crazy night of sin, the trio recruit
12 bizarre characters for their film. Suddenly the writer dies, and the 12 characters or
“apostles”, congregate in a makeshift pagan party under these unfortunate
circumstances. The wake, which lasts several days, is captured by the filmmakers –
thus, the very death of the Scotsman makes place for a movie.

Synopsis

Introduction

CHEERS, IT’S MY FUNERAL - is an
international production with root in

BOLIVIA that unites talents from Brazil,
Scotland, Uruguay, England amongst

other countries to bring you a semi-
musical dark comedy as never seen before.

FILM PROJECT CHEERS, IT’S MY
FUNERAL

Is a co-production of Carvajal Studios
and BolAr Productions.

Established in Santa Cruz - Bolivia, both
companies united forces to bring to life a

script by Emilio Martínez (Citizen X)
based on a true story.



Content

Sexuality

Life and Death
The plot addresses several subjects that are taboo in modern society, principally on
how to remember and venerate a person at the time of their death, or transition from
this world. Christian cultures have the tendency to painfully agonize whilst many
other cultures, including several indigenous Bolivian ones, prefer to celebrate with
singing, food and drink.

The plot for this movie emerged organically based on real events, and will be told
accurately using as a parting line how the true protagonists lived these days, with no
restrictions or taboos, but of course keeping within the lines of respect that the
situation merited. This production will exhibit national customs around a coffin.

If you’ve ever heard that death is an aphrodisiac, this is because knowing that we have
a limited time on this earth inspires us to enjoy the life we have to the full. Subjects
about sex and sexuality are touched in a secondary manner in the plot, in an open
and objective discussion.

Spirituality
Although the synopsis might lead us to
think of a “pagan party”, the plot goes much
further and balances out with several more
traditional Christian elements, we will see
that the deceased writer and his relatives
were treated with the upmost respect and
veneration, in a manner that he would have
wanted. This is an attempt to demystify the
traditional Christian attitude of “mea
culpa”.



Elements

Further to being the first musical film in
the history of Bolivian cinema, the use of
first-person point-of-view in the camera-
work is worth noting, this shall be a
challenge for the narration of this story,
rendering a very interesting effect in
perspective. This will be the first Bolivian
film to use locations in Brazil (Rio de
Janeiro).

Set Design
The Art Department shall be headed by
several renowned artists in the national
circuit, such as the Painter, Sculptor and
Architect Guido Bravo as Art Director.
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Photography
The photography will be based on acid colours. This shall permit the audience to
interiorize in the psychedelic retro-70’s world in which the characters find themselves.
There will be many close-up shots to narrate certain scenes in a Japanese Manga
comic style.  During the trip of the party we shall enter with kaleidoscopic effects.
All three acts will have their own peculiarities. The first-person camera shall be
predominant in the 1st and 2nd acts, this will be a narrative challenge giving a very
personal insight into the protagonist as a spectator.
With Director Joaquín Carvajal’s extensive background in photography, this project
promises a strong and supernatural visual compound.

Screenplay
A style that breaks the paradigms of traditional Latin American narrative, coming
closer to a post-modern and “Tarantino-esque” screenwriting, full of comedic instances.
The history oscillates between realist and dreamlike sequences, with intense character
work. Emilio Martínez is a Uruguayan-Bolivian author with some of the most widely
read books in Bolivia in the last few years.

Soundtrack and Musical Score
Music stylized in the 70’s, based on international
well-known classics of all times, in Spanish and
English. A leaning towards psychedelic rock and
funk, the sound score will be directed by
musicians such as Clive Nolan (with recording
studios in England) and Glenn Vargas (Bolivia),
guaranteeing the success of the compositions and
final sounds as a whole.

The recording and Sound Design, Foley, final mix,
Dolby and other elements, will employ the most
professional consultancy and experts in the
regional industry, headed by Oscar García
(ProAudio La Paz), with additional support from
studios in Chile.

The casting of actors includes various musicians
and singers, as well as a general team that has a
marked history in music.



PLOT

In a hut in Rio de Janeiro (1), the Scottish screenwriter JAMES
MCDOUGAL is resuscitated in a ritual. The story is seen through the
eyes of James, whose face we never see.

James: “This is the story of my death, or better said, of my resurrection”
(2).

James’ spirit rises up in the sky and we see a panoramic night-time
view of the city of Rio de Janeiro. THE ANGEL OF LIFE AND DEATH
appears in the form of a beautiful and mysterious female figure
dressed in black.

The next day after his “resurrection” and against the will of his wife,
GAIA - James sets a journey to Santa Cruz, Bolivia, where he is to write
a script for a movie (3).

Upon reaching Santa Cruz James is picked up from the airport in an
old beaten-up van, by JOAQUÍN the anarchist director and ANTHONY
the playboy actor, who has just had his nose broken and is bleeding.

Joaquín films everything with his retro-style handycam. During
these scenes run the CREDITS. Anthony sings in the car (4).

They tell James about the adventures they had had previously the
morning before, where some MOBSTER CRONIES wanted to beat him
up for trying to steal the DRUG LORD’s girlfriend, from the strip-joint
ANTROSFERA.

ACT I

This girl is none other than the ROXY, MISTRESS OF THE NIGHT.

During a conversation in a bar it becomes clear that there is no clear
idea for the script of the movie that McDougal is to write, although
Joaquín and Anthony fantasize about an epic superproduction.
Whilst all three get drunk, Joaquín exposes his theories about the
“plotless” movie genre.

In a drunken folly they go out on the town and find BELÉN the singer,
escaping from a cathedral dressed as a bride, chased by the GROOM
and their ANGRY RELATIVES. They rescue her and invite her to be
part of the movie playing the role of “herself ”.

And so is born the idea of incorporating “natural actors”, beginning
with a search that will take them to the most obscure and bizarre
places in Santa Cruz.

They return to ANTROSFERA and here Belén sings (5). Here they meet
the authoritarian bigot midget pimp BERNARD. We also see Roxy,
who does a pole dance (6).

After a small unexpected scuffle with the midget, they decide to
kidnap him in a container barrel, and flee, chased by the mobster
cronies on a motor bike, whom they eventually loose.

Roxy takes the group to the FREAK CIRCUS, in the middle of a desert,
 they meet R2D2, a man who lives inside a robot costume with a mini-
plasma-TV on his chest which transmits his thoughts. He does a little
dance (7).

They switch on the Robot’s TV, and we see images of an erotic night-



ACT II

time programme hosted by the sex-addict NOSTRIL THE CLOWN. As
special guests on the show: a painter of religious-erotic nude themes
ALFREDO MULHER; and the Slovak medium MADAME IRINA
KARPOVA.

The expedition decides to visit the programme.

They make their appearance on the TV set kicking down doors in a
fashion similar to a Japanese gang (8).

Amidst the folly on set James’ health decays and suddenly he suffers
a stroke. We see a dark tunnel.

James hallucinates walking on the Scottish highlands in his youth,
with the sound of bagpipes in the distance (9).

James realizes he is stuck in a coffin. He rises and begins to circle
around the place: we are in the gardens of Anthony’s house, where
James’ wake is taking place. James begins to notice nobody
acknowledges his presence and so he tries to raise their attention,
unsuccessfully.

Gradually, the strange characters previously hired for the film
congregate at the wake. Joaquín f ilms all  the events.

El funeral is prolonged as the mourners await the arrival of Gaia
from Brazil, and James’ brother BOB from Scotland (an extremely
rocked-out version of Ozzie Osbourne). Both end up being even more
freaky characters than the others.



The situation really begins to get out of hand when Bob appears
with a shipment of James’ favourite whisky. Belén gives a concert
with her band in the garden, accompanied by Anthony and other
invited musicians. Guests enjoy a juicy barbecue.

The dwarf narrates stories of his native La Paz - Bolivia, here we
introduce the “cholita” (*term used for a native-American Incaic
Indian woman, maintaining her original cultural customs and attire)
VIRTUDES, champion fighter in free wrestling in the city of El Alto
(*part of greater La Paz, population mainly composed of native-
American Incaic Indians).

Virtudes finds herself in the main fighting ring arena of el Alto, she
is being held back on a leash by her 2 TRANSVESTITE CHOLITA
MANAGERS (10). A violent fight takes place. Later she will appear at
the party.

El party/funeral reaches its climax when one of the musicians
confuses the sugar with a psychotropic substance somebody had
dissolved in another jar. The powders will give way to a psychedelic
space cake which all shall consume, whilst Lucía the medium
conducts a spirit session to get in contact with James.

THE NOSEY WOMAN NEIGHBOUR who has been spying on the party
from her window is horrified to see the characters sing “Happy
Birthday” around the coffin (11). It is the Blond Twins’ birthday, which
is celebrated with the psychedelic bir thday space cake.

T he Clown dedicates a tune to Alf redo the painter (12).

A euphoric moment commences when it starts to rain early in the
morning of the  3rd day of the party. The guest sing and dance under
the rain.

The next day, in a generalized hang-over, the processions of extravagant
figures assist the cremation of James’ body.

The colourful Mayor gives a few words accompanied by a Mariachi
band (14).

The group takes the ashes to the nearby village of Samaipata, where
they scatter them on some cultivated fields in the mountains. The wind
makes some of the character swallow par t of the ashes.

As they set journey back to Santa Cruz they see a mirage of somebody
walking on the mountain tops.

The Angel of Death is now the Angel of Life: she is giving birth and she
is dressed in white. Whilst the CREDITS run, the fields where James
McDougal’s ashes were scattered flourish with crops. We hear again his
voice as he says: “This is the story of my death, or better said, of my
resurrection”.

During the most intense part of the rainfall, a general orgy unravels
itself, with clown body parts on top of instruments on top of beautiful
female legs (13).

Between these scenes in slow motion enters the Drug Lord with a
machine gun, to take his revenge over Anthony. He is detained by
Virtudes the Cholita, who hurls him out of a window. Joaquín and
Anthony are happy to have it all on tape: their movie is nearly ready.

ACT III



1. Amongst Umbanda drums.

2. We hear the guitar solo of “Voodoo Child” by Jimi Hendrix.

3. The trip and prelude to it, to the sound of “Maluco Beleza” by Raúl 

Seixas, in a rocked-out version.

4. An adapted version of “Light My Fire” by The Doors.

5. “Satisfaction” by the Rolling Stones, bossa nova version.

6. With “Light My Fire” by The Doors in a sensual big band funk version.

7. To the tune of “Poker Face” by Lady Gaga.

8. We hear the initial chords of “Tráfico por Katmandú" (Traffic 

through Katmandu) by Fito Páez (instrumental)

9. We hear “Crua-chan” by Sumo.

10. She enters with the song Back in Black by AC/DC.

11. Accompanied by guitars and unusual instruments.

12. “Creep” by Radiohead.

13. Accompanied by “Ride of the Valkyries” by Wagner.

14. Full Mexican mariachi.

MUSICAL GUIDE



Staff
Dirección
Joaquín Carvajal

Screenplay
Emilio Martínez Cardona
Acclaimed Uruguayan writer, author of “Ciudadano X” (Citizen X)
and various novels in the literary genre. His publications can be
found in libraries across Latin-America and Spain. He received the
Municipal Prize of Literature of Montevideo and the National Prize
of Literature “Santa Cruz de la Sierra” in storytelling, poetry and
theatre. He was published several works in these genres: “News from
Burgundy”, “Stories to loosen the partridge”, “Ancient gardens”,
“Macabria and other tales”, “The banquet”, “Cartographies” and “Book
of Mirrors”, amongst others. He is part of PEN Club International
whose members include some of the most prestigious writers in
the world. As a screenwriter he has written around thirty some
documentaries and a TV series.

Documentary Director, including “PALMASOLA (Bolivian Jails)” for
TVE Spanish Television, and fictional short movies such as
“AMAZONAS” with Lisbeth Aranda and Karina Alcozer. He has directed
TV ads and other commercial works for important national
companies such as VIVA, PACEÑA, WELLA, ENTEL, ALPINA (Colombia)
and various others. He is Director of an international musical TV
programme, acclaimed for its use of camerawork, “SHOWCASE” in
Bolivia TV Network (International Bolivian Television). As a
photographer in Miami and Brazil, he worked with magazines such
as POST-MORTEM and of late Fashion Houses such as LILIANA
CASTELLANOS.

His works have been transmitted in TV stations such as Fashion TV,
Vía Digital Spain, amongst others. He has a precedent in artistic and
fashion photography in cities including Miami, Lima, Rio, Buenos
Aires amongst others where we note his expositions with avant-
garde proposals.



Associate Producers
Jorge Sierra

He produced the recent national movie success “EL ASCENSOR” (“The
Elevator”) (2009), directed by Tomás Bascopé with actors Pablo
Fernández, Jorge Arturo Lora and Alejandro Molina well-known on
a national level. His production company BolAr has worked with
companies such as CRE, The Simón Patiño Centre, ATB (TV), PAT (TV),
French Alliance, the local municipal mayoralty amongst many others.
He has experience in photography and direction, having exposed his
works in most of South America, the USA and various European
countries.

Executive Producer
Anthony Sandoval

He has produced numerous short movies in Los Angeles, including
a screen-test for the recent Colombian mega-production “LA
MILAGROSA”. In Bolivia he has co-produced the musical TV
programme “SHOWCASE”. He has personal contacts with various top
producers, agents, distributors and studios in the world of Hollywood.

NOTE: There are various international producers summing
themselves to the project, including important co-producers in
Brazil, names yet to confirm.



Art Director
Guido Bravo
Graduated in Mexico, he is a well-known artist and architect of
several distinguished buildings, hotels and mansions in Santa Cruz.
He has undertaken an extensive number of art expositions in Mexico
and Bolivia, earning numerous prizes in Santa Cruz, including the
Architecture Prize in the X Art Biennale, Prize to the best Stand in
the Annual Exposition Fare (Fancesa), and for a period of 16 years
has retained the Prize to the best Allegorical Carriage. In 2010 he did
the set design for the Opera Rock “She” by Clive Nolan.

Make-up
Dennie Pasion
Resident of Dubai, a British make-up artist who has worked with
celebrities and artists such as Ralph Fiennes, Liam Gallagher and
Sigfried & Roy. Well established in the world of fashion, she has
worked for magazines such as VOGUE PARIS, VANITY FAIR, ELLE,
HARPERS and MARIE CLAIRE; and photographers such as David La
Chappell. In TV she did make-up in “Crime Story” directed in Las Vegas
by Michael Mann. With this impressive curriculum, she promises
to bring an aesthetic value without precedent to each character. She
is represented by BareFace.com

Costume Design
Ericka Suárez Weise
Graduated in Design from Palermo University - Buenos Aires, under
the tutelage of Gustavo Lento Navarro.  She is daughter of the
distinguished Bolivian designer Ericka Weise, and caused commotion
on the runways of Bolivian Fashion Week (Bolivia Moda) 2010 with
her collection WEISE. She has an extensive knowledge of the music,
era and subject matter in this movie, promising to bring extravagant
and noteworthy wardrobes. She has designed costumes in numerous
audiovisual production, including productions headed by Catalina
Rautenberng and Pablo Manzoni.

Acting Coach
Guillermo Sicodowska
An impressive curriculum in theatre and national television, he
acted as co-protagonist in the movie “I AM BOLIVIA”, and in the film
“TAMBIÉN LA LLUVIA” with Gael García Bernal presently in post-
production. He has directed numerous local theatre productions
and workshops.



Musical Director
Clive Nolan
Renowned English musician in rock bands such Pendragon, Caamora
and others, having done numerous world tours. His London Studio
has recorded with top UK musicians. He has collaborated with ex
members of the “Electric Light Orchestra” and “Iron Maiden”. His first
contact with Bolivia was with the tour of his highly acclaimed Opera
Rock Show “SHE” in 2009. More info on CliveNolan.net .

Glenn Vargas
Accomplished guitarist from Santa Cruz, considered one of the best
in Bolivia on electric guitar. Member of the local legendary rock band
TRACK, with hits “Ave Fenix”, “Lluvia Roja”. As a compositor he has
recorded most of TRACK’s records, as well as for other well-known
national artists. He has worked on the soundtracks of various films,
and works closely with the prestigious   Symphonic Youth Orchestra
of Santa Cruz.

Sound Design
Oscar García
Renowned Bolivian musical producer, he has worked with bands
such as Octavia, Quirquiña y Llegas. In the movie world he has
recorded and performed Sound Design for various Bolivian movies,
including “Rojo, Amarillo y Verde” amongst others, in his studio
PROAUDIO, considered one of the best in Bolivia. He worked capturing
sound with Steven Sodenberg for the film “El Ché”, under the tutelage
of Oscar winning sound artists from Hollywood.



-Cast-
CAST OF ACTORS WITH CONFIRMED PRESENCE:-



CARLOS UREÑA
as “NOSTRILS, THE CLOWN”



JACQUELINE LABARDENZ
as “THE LADY OF THE NIGHT”



CARLA PRUDENCIO
as “THE ANGEL OF DEATH”



GABRIELA PRUDENCIO
as “THE TWINS”

The next day, in a generalized hang-over, the processions of extravagant
figures assist the cremation of James’ body.

The colourful Mayor gives a few words accompanied by a Mariachi
band (14).

The group takes the ashes to the nearby village of Samaipata, where
they scatter them on some cultivated fields in the mountains. The wind
makes some of the character swallow par t of the ashes.

As they set journey back to Santa Cruz they see a mirage of somebody
walking on the mountain tops.

The Angel of Death is now the Angel of Life: she is giving birth and she
is dressed in white. Whilst the CREDITS run, the fields where James
McDougal’s ashes were scattered flourish with crops. We hear again his
voice as he says: “This is the story of my death, or better said, of my
resurrection”.



ANTHONY SANDOVAL
as “ANTHONY the PLAYBOY ACTOR”



BELÉN ORTIZ
as “BELÉN THE SINGER”



ALFREDO MÜLLER
as “THE PAINTOR”



MARIA VICTORIA RIC
as “THE SLOVAK GYPSY MEDIUM”



ROBERTILLO FUNKY MUSIC
as “ROBERTILLO FUNKY MUSIC”



Biofilmography
Joaquín Carvajal

Joaquín Carvajal, Bolivian born, initiated photography when he was
17, as assistant to the photographers at the Smithsonian Institution
in Washington D.C., through this enriching experience that is to work
with diverse photographers, he assimilated the different fields and
worlds of photography, experimenting the studio, field and
production. He was named official photographer of important
cultural events in Washington D.C. , particularly those related to the
Hispanic world, such as the Hispanic-American festival of culture in
Washington D.C., where he photographed  stars such as Eddie
Palmieri, Leon Giecco, Piero, R.E.M etc.

He assisted the Washington School of Photography and Whitehouse
Photographers seminaries, where he awakens an interest for photo-
journalism. He has covered events such as Hurricane Andrew in
Miami, occurred in 1992 and considered one of the most brutal
hurricanes in recent American history in those years, which left 18
miles of misery, destruction and tragedy. The arrival of Nelson
Mandela to New York, at the beginning of the nineties after his
liberation was another important event to which he was assigned.

Subsequently he made an incursion in fashion photography working
in cities including Miami, Río de Janeiro, Buenos Aires... where he
developed colour aesthetics based on his South American roots,
proposing in those years an alternative to the traditional ideas of
European photography.

In Brazil he made incursion with the moving image, submerging
himself in the cinematographic world, assisting renowned Directors
of Photography. Later he commenced his independent works in
documentaries from his country, Bolivia. In 2002 he won the prize to
Best Independent Production, awarded by the Evangelical University
of Bolivia (UEB), recognition earned thank to this documentary named
PALMASOLA, which deals with the surreal world present in the mini
citadel jails in the city of Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia.

He has worked for ONG's such as CARE Bolivia, developing
documentaries for environmental projects. In the publicity world he
has worked with companies such as Paceña, Alpina (Colombia), Viva,
Entel, Zöen, amongst others.



Documentaries TV Work

Fiction

PALMASOLA
UEB Prize to Best Independent Production (2002) (Via Digital Spanish
cable).

PRESERVING A FUTURE
About the native communities in the Amboró National Park (2000)
(for UK television).

BENI  A NEW DAWN
Dealing with the development of agriculture in Bolivia (2007).

FIBRES OF THE SUN
About the development of Alpaca fibres and their use in Bolivian
Haute-Couture (2007).

GÜEMBÉ
About the Santa Cruz butterfly farm and the ecological bio-centre
(2007).

THE MAGIC OF THE BOLIVIAN ORIENT
Covering the disperse settlements from Moxos to Chiquitos (2003).

SHOWCASE (2008) Director of a specialized music programme,
SHOWCASE was emitted on national TV channel ATB for two seasons,
and is presently on International TV on the Bolivia TV network.

CONFESARTE (2004) Specialized art programme emitted on ITS
cable TV.

LILIANA CASTELLANOS (2008) Series of fashion video-books for
the international fashion house Liliana Castellanos (FASHION TV
Latin-America).

AMAZONAS (2004) Short film and film-look with actresses
Lishbeth Aranda and Karina Alcocer, about a science-fiction story
set in the year 3000.



THE DOME (1989)
M I A M I  B E AC H , Da r k U r b a n  A r t Fa s h i o n  P h o g ra p hy.

RIO DESIGN CENTER (1991)
IPANEMA, Río de Janeiro, Fashion Carioca - Río Virou Moda.

CASA DE LA CULTURA (1993)
SUCRE, Pueblos de Tarabuco, Bolivia,
International Festival of Culture

MUSEO DE HISTORIA (1994)
SANTA CRUZ, Colorinchi. Retrospective on colour.

SIMÓN I. PATIÑO CENTRE (2008)
SANTA CRUZ, Black Book, Retrospective on black and white.

PublicityPhotography Exhibitions

TV COMMERCIALS
Paceña, Entel, Viva, Alpina (Colombia), Wella (International) amongst
others.



Biofilmography
Jorge Sierra

Before concluding university, he undertook works for Banks (Los
Andes pro - Credit), Foundations (FUMBODEM), and produced TV
commercials for important companies, such as the Argentinean “919”.

For 4 years he toured Bolivia hired by the NGO “CEJIS” and the “UNIR”
Foundation Bolivia, in their star project “Intercultural collectives”,
this generated widespread social conscience and permitted him
personally to have a close-up view of national reality. Between 2005
y 2009, he produced several documentaries that have run around
various continents, translated to 4 languages:

Short Movies

Jorge Sierra was born in 1980 in Santa Cruz de la Sierra - Bolivia. His
artistic interest awoke when he was 8 years old, when he developed
sensibility for music (piano), later drawing and finally in his infancy
he developed his first stories. He studied as a social communicator
in his country (Bolivia) in the Bolivian Catholic University of Santa
Cruz, in the installations of Diakonía, where from a start he stood
out and in which he left winning over 10 awards in different festivals
for: Direction, Production, Photography, amongst others:

Documentaries

TV
Dos Multitudes (one of the first Bolivian sitcoms) (2005)

El Circulo (The Circle) (2003)
El sonido del silencio (The Sound of Silence) (2004)
Quieren que la vida nos olvide (They want life to forget us) (2005)

Los Guardianes  (The Guardians) (2005)

Invaded Invaders - (Velasco Province, Bolivia, 2005)
Bagalleros - (Yacuiba, 2006)
The White City - (Sucre, 2006)
Moxeñan customs - (Beni, 2007)
A cuero (Chuquisaca, 2008)
¿The Bolivian Seed? (San Julián, 2009)

His tireless audiovisual spirit, lead him to incur in what he considers
his dream, cinema. This is how under his leadership and under the
wing of his Production Company BolAr Productions (of which he is
President) he made the movie: El Ascensor (The Elevator) (2008-
2009) that made its very successful début in Bolivia, with great
acclaims from critics, which put this production amongst the best
of Bolivia. Presently Jorge Sierra works independently and is
producing two films.

Documentaries





The strength of the life experiences gathered in the events that
occurred due to the death of Andrew Reed gave me signal and
inspiration to make this movie based on the celebration of life and
death.

The way in which little by little the events unfolded made me
understand that the history had its own strength and had to be
filmed, time ended up giving me the reason, and I blindly believe
that this is a winning story from whichever perspective you look at
it.

It is a story that surprises us, questions us, and entertains us. I fully
believe in all the human team that has involved itself in this project,
I think that for the first time we will perceive a cinematographic
maturity in national cinema, not only in the conceptual sense, but
also in the aesthetic and technical sense.

¿Why bet on: “Cheers, it’s my Funeral”?  -
Joaquín Carvajal - Director

¿Why bet on: “Cheers, it’s my Funeral”  ?  - Jorge
Sierra - Producer

My position will be objective in terms of this future production, I
think that the first point in favor that this film has, is how enriched
it is between the lines, that is, we find ourselves in front of an
exceptional script (by Emilio Martínez author of Citizen X).

The story is fully based on an unusual ocurrence in Santa Cruz that
through chance grouped together a set of histrionic local characters,
which disenchained a ser ie s of unforgett able event s.

Since I head BolAr productions, I have been very careful in what
projects I embark upon, and would never start something that I do
not fully believe in 200%, this was the case of “El Ascensor” (”The
Elevator”) resulting in a movie that moved Bolivia, critics and the
press.

I think “Diviértanse, es mi Funeral” will be a part of a new breeze of
fresh air in Bolivian cinema, with the added bonus that it will be
executed by the same team that brought to success “El Ascensor”.
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Publicity

Information for sponsors on the several stages of the publicity campaign in massive
diffusion media.

On a national level:

Over 150.000 persons will see us through printed and graphic diffusion in magazines
and newspapers.

Over a 1.000.000 persons will be directly informed through TV, radio, posters and
billboards.

An initial study, based on the national market, on films of similar scope, budget and
genre, indicates that we will count on a minimum audience of between 50.000 and
150.000 spectators, between screenings in cinemas, local cinemas, cultural
organizations, schools, universities, independent diffusions and DVD's, on a national
level.

In a later phase, after a box-office success we will export this movie to international
film festivals and diffusion around the world through our network of contacts.



*OVER 50 000 (Fifty thousand) PERSONS THROUGH OWN PRINTED MEANS
(Leaflets, posters, etc.).

*OVER 500 000 (Five hundred thousand) PERSONS THROUGH PRINTED MEANS
ON A NATIONAL LEVEL (Newspapers, magazines, supplement publications…).

*OVER 125 000 (One hundred and twenty five thousand) PERSONS DIRECTLY
in the main movie theatres and alternative cinemas.

*OVER 1 000 000 (One million) PERSONS THROUGH TELEVISION (TV
commercials,inter views, trailers, news and other coverages…).

*OVER 100 000 (One hundred thousand) PERSONS THROUGH INTERNET (Virtual
journalism, Facebook, Blogs, specialized web pages, etc.).

*OVER 200 000 (Two hundred thousand) PERSONS THROUGH SCREENINGS IN
TOWNS/VILLAGES, SCHOOLS, UNIVERSITIES AND COMMUNITY CENTRES.

*OVER  200 000 (Two hundred thousand)  PERSONS THROUGH DVD SALES
(originals and pirate copies)

The diffusion and media campaign of “Cheers, it’s my Funeral” will be in front of hundreds of thousands, an excellent window of opportunity  for
sponsors who wish to collaborate with us to publicize themselves through our product.

CHEERS, IT’S MY FUNERAL
WILL REACH: (ON A NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LEVEL)









CHEERS, IT’S MY FUNERAL

More figures, detailed budget, national and
international sales forecasts, press kit,

investment options and financing plan
available upon request.

Thank you. Cheers.




